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The State and Honduran society implement policies, strategies and programs that
allow the transition to an adequate and inclusive economic transformation and
decent work for women and men.

OUTCOME DETAILS

SDG alignment
Impact areas

Women’s economic empowerment

Organizational outputs

Financing for gender equality

Access to services, goods and resources

Policy Marker
GENDER EQUALITY

Humanitarian Scope
No

UN System Function

Outcome Description

 Home Our reach
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https://open.unwomen.org/en
https://open.unwomen.org/en/pdf/our-reach


Capacity development and technical assistance

Comprehensive and disaggregated data (discontinued)

Support functions
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RESOURCES

$644.57 K
Planned Budget

$26.06 K
Actual Budget

PLANNED BUDGET

ACTUAL BUDGET AND SHORTFALL

EXPENSES

Funding Partners

Other resources (Non-Core)/ Funding Partners:

TOTAL OTHER RESOURCES (NON-CORE)
$26,060

Luxembourg $26,060
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https://open.unwomen.org/en/partners/luxembourg


OUTCOME INDICATOR AND RESULTS PLAN PERIOD : 2022-2025

OUTCOME HND_D_2.1

B - Baseline  M - Milestones  T - Target

OUTCOME STATEMENT INDICATOR STATEMENT YEAR BMTS REPORTED RESULT

The State and Honduran society implement
policies, strategies and programs that allow
the transition to an adequate and inclusive
economic transformation and decent work
for women and men.

Number of innovative financing instruments
introduced that include gender equality
objectives (Desk Review)

(Baseline) - N/A

2022 (Milestone) - -

2023 (Milestone) - -

2024 (Milestone) - -

2025 (Target) - -
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INDICATOR STATEMENT YEAR BMTS REPORTED RESULT

SDG indicator 5.a.1 (a) Proportion of total
agricultural population with ownership or
secure rights over agricultural land, by sex;
SDG indicator 5.a.1 (b) Share of women
among owners or rights-bearers
of agricultural land, by type of tenure (Desk
Review)

(Baseline) - N/A

2022 (Milestone) - -

2023 (Milestone) - -

2024 (Milestone) - -

2025 (Target) - -
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SHOWING DATA OF : 2023

INDICATOR STATEMENT YEAR BMTS REPORTED RESULT

Number of countries where multi-sectoral
systems, strategies or programs are
implemented to advance women’s equal
access to and use of services, goods
and/resources, including social protection
(CO)

(Baseline) - N/A

2022 (Milestone) - TRUE

2023 (Milestone) - TRUE

2024 (Milestone) -

2025 (Target) - -

STRATEGIC NOTE OUTCOME PROGRESS NOTE

The State and Honduran society implement policies, strategies and programs that allow the transition to an adequate and inclusive economic
transformation and decent work for women and men.

Approaches to government institutions has been made, such as the Instituto Nacional de Estadistica (INE) to achieve data collection through financial
inclusion and time use surveys in the trifinio region; joint work with Secretar&iacute;a de Estado en el Despacho de Desarrollo Social (SEDESOL) and Secretaria
de Asuntos de la Mujer (SEMUJER) to achieve the installation of a the national care board, installation of the care regional platform and the launch of the care
certificate with CLACSO, WE EFFECT, UNICEF, with Italian Agency for Development Cooperation (AICS) and Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs and International
Coperation funds, as part of the construction of the comprehensive care system; With Servicio Nacional de Emprendimiento y Peque&ntilde;os Negocios
(SENPRENDE), joint actions have been identified regarding women owners of businesses, companies or productive units and their access to tools to strengthen
business, financial and digital capabilities. Aiming towards this goal, exchanges of experiences have also been carried out with business service providers (4
hondurans) at the regional level to know and apply the best practices of services and technological platforms with gender focus. Another determining result is
the participation of financial institutions that are part of the country's large financial ecosystem, such as banks, cooperatives, microfinance companies, fintech,
regulatory entities and associations, have joined the initiative the Inclusive Financial Ecosystem (IFE) program funded by the Directorate for Development
Cooperation and Humanitarian Affairs, Grand Duchy of Luxembourg which aims to close financial gender gap and introduce innovative financial products and
services with a gender focus. As knowledge products, it is expected to achieve publication in the first half of 2024, the analysis of the Central American Bank for
Economic Integration (CABEI) MELYT guarantee fund, to learn its best practice of financial impact measurement with gender focus. During this period, two
organizations subscribed the WEPS principles, making a total of 9 companies in the country. The WEPS have been promoted jointly country and regional level,
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through a latinamerican webinars cycle of WEPS experiences.
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